
A WORD FROM YOUR BOROUGH COUNCILLOR 

 

Is perception really reality? 

 
Many of us will have heard the saying “perception is reality”. Is how people think of something often the 
only way they see it? How many will go that extra mile and question the true facts? 
 
A recent pre-meeting conversation at ABC – well, not really at ABC as it was an online meeting, but in 
today’s brave new world they are one and the same. Anyway, in a physical meeting people tend to seek 
out others to catch up or discuss other topics that have arisen, you can’t do that in an online meeting or 
rather, most have not mastered the technology enough to do that, so the “chat” is between everyone. 
 
I was asked by a council officer about the Methodist Church and where the village was with its 
aspirations to keep it as a community facility. During my response I underlined how vital it is that we 
retain as much of the existing village public space as possible. Over the years Wye has relied heavily on 
the college and Churches (of all denominations) to fill the gaps when our village hall is fully booked. Bit 
by bit these rooms are vanishing. Wolfson lecture theatre - gone, The Latin School – no longer available 
for general hire; I could go on. Another Borough Councillor, who has been heavily involved with Wye in 
the past, questioned this. He thought that Wye was abundant with community space being such an 
affluent village and how could we possibly need more. His perception was certainly a long way from the 
reality faced by many small groups looking for event space when the village hall is booked. 
 
Another popular, misplaced concept is that the Borough Council “runs the town”. Its something I come 
across regularly, particularly on social media. I have lost count of the times I have seen people condemn 
ABC as useless because they don’t fill the town centre with popular retailers. How they have destroyed 
the town and all we have left are coffee shops, nail bars and hairdressers (not to mention banks, 
opticians, chemists etc) The sad reality is that ABC doesn’t own the town and it cant get “Primark” to 
move here. The reality is that our internet shopping habits have destroyed town centre shopping, much 
like “video killed the radio star” (no prizes for the Artist!). 
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